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RESULTS
Incidence of malignant tumours
The first malignant tumour appeared in Group 2 on the 96th day. One mouse
in Group 1 died before the 96th day and was excluded from the results, leaving for
consideration 18 mice in Group 1 and 20 in Group 2. The experiment was
terminated, and all surviving mice killed, on the 163rd day; but several mice died,
or had to be killed because of multiple malignant skin tumours, before this date.
The average survival time ofthe 18 mice in Group 1 was 152 days, and that of the
20 mice in Group 2, 151 days.
Ten of the 18 mice in Group 1, and 18 of the 20 in Group 2, bore malignant
tumours of the skin. Altogether 26 such tumours were seen in GIroup 1 and 38 in
Group 2 ; all these were confirmed histologically, using the criterion ofpenetration
of the panniculus carnosus. In addition, 6 " probably malignant " tumours (see
Roe, 1956a, p.66, for definition) were seen in Group 1, and 8 in Group 2. Metastases
were seen in the regional lymph nodes of two mice in Group 2. The highest number
of definitely malignant tumours seen in an individual mouse of either group was
six. Eight mice in Group 1 and 10 in Group 2 had their first malignant tumours
removed at biopsy.
The average latent interval between the beginning of treatment and the
appearance of malignant tumours was approximately the same for both groups
(130-3 days in Group 1, and 134 days in Group 2).
A significance test for the difference between the mean numbers of malignant
tumours in Group 1 and in Group 2, gives t = -79, on 36 degrees of freedom, a
value which could be exceeded by chance with a probability of P = 0 5.
CONCLUSION
The incidence of malignant tumours in mice treated repeatedly with DMBA
was not diminished by concurrent croton oil treatment; on the contrary it was
slightly but not significantly increased. The average latent interval ofinduction of
malignant tumours was unaltered by croton oil treatment.
SUMMARY
1. Two groups of mice were treated with one application of 0 15 per cent
DMBA followed, after a 26-day interval, by a course of 13 weekly applications of
0-03 per cent DMBA. One group received in addition 21 weekly applications of
0 5 per cent croton oil, alternating at first with those of the dilute DMBA.
2. The incidence of malignant tumors was higher in the group which received
croton oil treatment, though not significantly so.
3. This result gives no support to the suggestion that croton oil may inhibit
the induction of malignant tumours in mouse-skin by DMBA.
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